
Jelly Roll Medallion Quilt Pattern 

Makes a 64" x 64" quilt top  
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Material Requirements 
Width Of Fabric (WOF) assumed to 
be 44" 
•Forty 2.5"x44" strips (one Jelly 

Roll) 
•One metre of a coordinating 

background fabric  
•Backing fabric, 3.4m x WOF 
•Wadding, 1.7m x Width of Wadding. 
•Binding fabric, 45cm x WOF (for 

2.5” double fold binding). 
•Cotton sewing thread that matches 

(or contrasts nicely with) your 
fabric 

Tools 
• Sewing machine 

•Quarter inch foot 
•Thread and bobbin 
•Erasable pen, pencil or other marking tool 
•Pins 
•Fabric Scissors 
•Rotary cutter 
•Cutting mat 
•Quilting Rulers 

•6.5”x24” 
•90 degree triangle ruler or 12.5”x12.5” ruler 

•Seam ripper 
•Iron and Ironing Board 
•Your normal quilting and binding supplies 



Quilt Diagram 
The pink lines show the split between the different sections of the quilt and the 
green lines are intended as a guide to piecing the sections. Please note that this is 
an idealised diagram and some of the seams in the final quilt are offset. 

Method 

- Use accurate quarter inch seams throughout 
- Use plenty of pins throughout 
- Press all seams, either open or to the unpieced side 
- Never sew over unpressed seams 
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We will start by preparing blocks and components for the different sections of 
the quilt. You may find it helpful to have labelled bags for the different sections 
(A, B1, B2, B3, B4 and C) to place components in as you go. 

1. First cut your background fabric: 
•Cut off each selvedge being careful not to lose too much fabric. 
•Cut two 4.5"xWOF strips, subcut each strip into two 12.5"x4.5" blocks and two 

8.5"x4.5" blocks. You should end up with four of each size. Put these aside for 
corner sections C. 

•Cut four 2.5"xWOF strips and trim each to 40.5" in length. Put these aside for 
border B3. 

•Cut another four 2.5"xWOF strips and trim each to 40.5" in length. Put these 
aside for border B4. 

•Cut a final four 2.5"xWOF strips and subcut into eight 2.5"x21" strips. Also put 
these aside for border B4. 

2. Sort your jelly roll strips into four groups: 
•4 to be used as complete strips for border B3. These should be similar. 
•12 for the 1-way diagonal 8" blocks that form the sides of border B2 and the 

triangles in border B4. 
•12 for the 2-way diagonal 8" blocks that form the centre block A, are in the 

corners of border B2 and form most of the corner blocks C. 
•12 for borders B1 and B4. 

3. First we will make the 1-way diagonal 8" blocks: 
•Sew your 12 strips long sides together into 4 strip sets with 3 strips in them. 
•Press the seams open, each set should be 6.5" wide. 
•Pair up your strip sets. Place them right sides together and sew along both long 

sides to form two tubes each 
containing 6 strips, there 
should be 6" between your 
seam lines. Do not press these 
seams open, leave your tubes 
flat. See side view diagram. 

•Cut the tubes in a right angled zigzag with points on the outer stitch lines. This 
should give you 6 squares and two triangles from each tube. This will be tight 
so be careful. You may wish to draw out your cutting lines first with an erasable 
pen. 
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•If you have a 90 degrees triangle ruler line up the outer 
stitch line with the 6" line. The point should be on the 
opposite stitch line. You can also use a 12.5" square 
ruler and measure 6" down one diagonal using another 
ruler then stick a piece of masking tape across; please 
see diagram. When you make the cut go just beyond the 
corner of the ruler with your rotary cutter to finish 
cutting across the tube. Do not worry about the tiny 
corner missing from your next triangle, it's entirely in the seam allowance and 
doesn't show. 

•There may be a small amount of stitches to unpick at the points of the triangles 
so you can unfold them, once this is done press the centre seams open. Trim 
each triangle so you cannot see any selvedges, making sure the base you are 
cutting is perpendicular to the seam lines. 

•You will also need to press open the centre seams of each square, they should 
then measure 8.5" along each side. 

•You should have twelve 8.5" unfinished squares for border B2 and four 
unfinished triangles for B4. 

 

4. Next we will make the 2-way 8" 
blocks: 
• Sew the 12 strips into 2 strip 

sets with 6 strips in each, 
these should measure 12.5" 
wide. Press all seams open. 

•Cut each strip set into three 
12.5" squares and two 2”
x12.5” strips. Put the 2”
x12.5” strips aside for border 
B4. 

 
•Pair each square with one from the other strip 

set and pin them right sides together with the 
strips running at right angles to each other. 

 
 

•Sew around the edges of 
each paired square with a 
quarter inch seam. 
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•Cut the squares on the diagonals 
then fold out into 8.5" unfinished 
squares and press the seam open 

•You should have 12 squares. 
Choose 4 to sew together into the 
centre A, 4 for the corners of B2 
and 4 for the outer corners, C. 

5. Now we need to piece and cut your 12 strips for borders B1 and B4: 
•First cut 2 strips into one 23" strip and one 18.5" strip. Sew the two 23" strips 

together lengthwise to give a 4.5"x23" rectangle. 
•From each 18.5" strip cut four 2.5"x4.5" rectangles and put your 8 rectangles 

aside for border B4. 
•Cut five 4.5" squares from your 23" rectangle and put to the side for border B4. 
•Sew the remaining 10 jelly roll strips together in pairs to give you 5 strip sets 

each 4.5" wide. 
•From each of the 5 strip sets cut eight 2.5" strips giving you a total of forty 

2.5"x4.5" 2-patch blocks. Put these aside for border B1. 
•Take 2 of the strip sets and cut two 4.5" squares and two 5.25" rectangles from 

each. Cut five 4.5" squares from each of the 3 remaining strip sets, this will be 
tight so be careful! Put the 19 4.5" squares to the side for border B4. 

 
•Cut your 5.25" rectangles with a 45 

degree diagonal line from 3/8" in from 
one side to 3/8" in from the other as in 
the diagram. Place right side up and 
cut 2 with the diagonal from top left to 
bottom right and two with the diagonal 
from top right to bottom left. This is 
not about colour placement so you 
cannot simply rotate the block, you 
must cut them half each way as in the diagram. 

•Now trim the pointy corner off each of these triangle-ish 
shapes so the whole shape will fit within a 4.5" square. 
Please see diagram. Put the 8 resulting shapes aside for 
border B4. 

6. Trim your four jelly roll strips for border B3 to 40.5" in 
length. 
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We will now start assembling the quilt. Refer to the quilt diagram as needed. A 
design wall or similar to plan the layout of your blocks on will be helpful. 
 

7. Make centre square A 
•Sew the four 2-way diagonal blocks you have chosen to be 

the centre section A together so that a diamond pattern is 
formed in the centre. 

•You should try to align the seams in the blocks, pin each 
seam to its counterpart individually before sewing. 

•The resulting block should be 16.5" square. 
 

8. Make border B1: 
•You should have forty 2-patch blocks for border B1, 

arrange them around the centre A until you are 
happy with the layout. Split them into 2 piles of 8 that 
form the sides of B1 and 2 piles of 12 that form the 
top and bottom. 

•Making sure to match your seams sew each of your 
piles together to give you two 4.5"x16.5" rectangles 
and two 4.5"x24.5" rectangles. 

•Sew the short rectangles to the sides of square A to 
give a rectangle 16.5"x24.5". 

•Being careful to match seams sew the long checker 
board rectangles to the top and bottom of this rectangle to make a 24.5" square. 

9. Make border B2: 
•You should have twelve 1-way diagonal blocks and four 2-way diagonal blocks. 

Work out the placement of blocks you want to form a square with the 2-way 
blocks on each corner and three 1-way blocks on each side. See quilt diagram 
and diagrams to right. 

•Sew the three 1-way 
diagonal blocks that go on 
the top and bottom together 
with a quarter inch seam to 
form two 8.5"x24.5" 
rectangles. Be careful to match seams. 

•Sew the side 1-way blocks together with the 2-way blocks on 
the top and bottom to make two 8.5"x40.5" rectangles. Note 
that 3 of the joins require you to match seams and in one the 
seams are slightly offset. See diagram to right. 

•Sew the 8.5"x24.5" rectangles to the top and bottom of B1 to 
form a 24.5"x40.5" rectangle then sew the 8.5"x40.5" 
rectangles to either side to make a 40.5" square. 
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10.Make border sections B3: 
•You should have eight 2.5"x40.5" strips, 4 background fabric and 4 jelly roll. 
•Pair each jelly roll strip with a background fabric strip and sew together along 

the long side. 
•You should have four 4.5"x40.5" sections, put them aside for now. 

11.Make border sections B4: 
•You should have four large triangles, four 2”x12.5” strips, eight smaller 

triangle-ish shapes, eight single fabric 2.5"x4.5" rectangles and twenty four 
4.5" square two fabric blocks. You should also have eight 2.5"x21" strips and 
four 2.5"x40.5" strips of background fabric. 

•Sew your large triangles onto your 2”x12.5” 
strips, make sure to align all the seam lines. 
Now cut a 6 3/8” high triangle from your 
joined piece using a 90 degrees triangle 
ruler. There will be a slight amount of point 
missing at each side. See step 3 for how to 
use a 12.5” square ruler instead. 

•We will make four separate sections of border B4, the instructions for one 
section are below. You may wish to read through the instructions, work out how 
the pieces go together and lay the sections out in advance to plan fabric 
placement. 

•Take six 4.5" square blocks, two 2.5"x4.5" rectangles and two triangle-ish 
shapes and piece them together into two mirror image strips in the order in the 
diagram. Each strip should 
be 18.5" wide along the top 
edge. Please note that the 
triangle-ish shapes will still 
have a tiny bit of seam 
allowance left at the blunt 
base after being sewn into these strips. 

•Take two of the 2.5"x21" strips of background fabric and sew them onto the top 
edges of each strip. They should be aligned at the straight edge and sticking out 
beyond the edge of the diagonal edge. There will still be a little additional seam 
allowance at the top of the diagonal line as in the previous step. 

•Press seams open so the resulting 
pieced sections lie flat then trim the 
corner off the background fabric 
section so it continues the diagonal 
line from further down. There will be 
a slight notch in the diagonal line. 

•Join your two pieced sections to your large 6 3/8" high triangle one at a time. 
Remember to place for stitching so that the blunt corner of the triangle aligns 
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with the edge and the background fabric sticks 
out slightly beyond the triangle. There are two 
seam lines in the triangle and side sections that 
should also be aligned, they need to cross at your 
stitching line a quarter of an inch in from 
the edge. Your background fabric should 
overlap slightly so that the point of the 
large triangle is a quarter of an inch 
down from the top edge. Your new pieced 
section should be 6.5"x40.5". 

•Take one 2.5"x40.5" piece of background 
fabric and join it to the top edge of your 
pieced section so it’s next to the rest of 
the background fabric. Be careful not to 
cut off the point of your large triangle. 

•Once pressed your finished border B4 section should measure 8.5"x40.5". 
•Repeat with the remaining three sections. Put your four complete sections to 

the side for now. 
 

12.Make corner sections C: 
•You should have four 2-way diagonal blocks and eight 

background fabric pieces, four 4.5"x8.5" and four 4.5"x12.5". 
•Referring to the quilt diagram and the diagram to the right 

sew a 4.5"x8.5" piece to the side of each 2-way diagonal block. 
•Sew a 4.5"x12.5" piece to the top of each resulting block. 
•You should have four 12.5" squares, put them aside for now. 

13.Finish Assembling quilt: 
•Refer to the main quilt diagram throughout this step 
•You should have a centre section comprising A, B1 and B2. You should also 

have four B3 sections, four B4 sections and four corner sections C. 
•Decide whether you want the background fabric or jelly roll strip side of border 

B3 next to border B4.  
•Sew a border B3 section to each border B4 section. The resulting sections 

should measure 12.5"x40.5". 
•Sew one of these sections to each side of your centre section with border B3 

towards the centre. The resulting rectangle should measure 40.5"x64.5". 
•Sew a corner C to each side of your remaining two B3/B4 sections, make sure 

to match seams so that the border of background fabric aligns across the 
blocks. The resulting sections should measure 12.5"x64.5". 

•Sew these long rectangles to the top and bottom of your main piece, make sure 
to match the seams. The resulting quilt top should be 64.5"x64.5". 

14.Admire your finished quilt top!
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